Teacher
Information
PageS

Grade: 7th and 8th grade
Teacher Name: Mrs. Bodle
Week Of: May 20-24, 2019

Quizzes, Tests, and Homework:
Monday: Auxiliary Verb quiz (23)
GUM page 326 (bottom only)

Wordly Wise is done!


Tuesday: none
none
Wednesday: none
GUM page 321
Thursday: Unit 6 test
GUM page 225
Friday: Business letter due
GUM page 229

Other Items: (Special Projects, Reminders, Dates...)
Tuesday: Kennywood  Please report to the school by 6:25 AM. The bus will leave at 6:30 AM. Breakfast and supper are
provided. Students may wear shorts that measure no higher than 2” above the knee. A pillow on the bus is permitted. 5-8 grade
students will be accompanied with a chaperone.
Wednesday: art and chapel 
Students were assigned a book report that compares a book with a movie based on the book, or vise-a-versa, on
Tuesday, April 23. This book report is due Monday, May 20.

Name: _______________________________

Score:____________

5th-8th Book and Movie Comparison and Opinion Book Report

element

4

3

2

1

Credits- Title of
book, book’s
author, Title of
movie, and
movie’s director

All 4 elements
are given.

3 of the
elements are
given.

2 of the
elements are
given.

1 element is
given.

Differences

3 differences are
given between
the book and
movie.

2 differences are
given between
the book and
movie.

1 difference is
given between
the book and
movie.

A statement is
given that the
book and movie
were different
without further
explanation.

Similarities

3 similarities are
given between
the book and
movie.

2 similarities are
given between
the book and
movie.

1 similarity is
given between
the book and
movie.

A statement is
given that the
book and movie
were similar
without further
explanation.

Opinion and
Support

2 opinions are
given with at
least 1 additional
sentence of
support for each
opinion.

2 opinions are
given without at
least 1 additional
sentence of
support for each
opinion.

1 opinion is given
with at least 1
additional
sentence of
support for the
opinion.

1 opinion is given
without at least
1 additional
sentence of
support for the
opinion.

CUPSCapitalization,
Usage,
Punctuation, and
Spelling

There are 0-2
CUPS errors.

There are 3-5
CUPS errors.

There are 6-8
CUPS errors.

There are 9 +
CUPS errors.

Name: _______________________________

Score:____________

7th-8th Business Letter Rubric

element

4

3

2

1

Format of a
All 6 elements
Business Letter:
are given.
heading, inside
address,
greeting, body,
closing, signature

4-5 of the
elements are
given.

3-2 of the
elements are
given.

1 element is
given.

Topic Sentence

The letter
provides a clear,
singular topic
with a specific
call to action.

The letter
provides a clear,
singular topic
with a vague call
to action.

The letter has
multiple topics
with 1+ specific
call(s) to action.

The letter has
multiple topics
and 1+ vague
call(s) to action.

Supportive
Details

6 details support
the topic and call
to action.

4-5 details
support the topic
and call to
action.

2-3 details
1 detail supports
support the topic the topic and call
and call to
to action.
action.

Tone and Word
Choice

The tone is
persuasive and
respectfully
expressive.

The tone is
persuasive and
mostly
respectfully
expressive.

The tone may be
persuasive, but
the majority of
the letter is not
respectfully
expressive.

The tone is not
persuasive and
the majority of
the letter is not
respectfully
expressive.

CUPSCapitalization,
Usage,
Punctuation, and
Spelling

There are 0-2
CUPS errors.

There are 3-5
CUPS errors.

There are 6-8
CUPS errors.

There are 9 +
CUPS errors.

